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 Work on firmware update from 7.0.2 to 7.0.3. Track your application history with easy backup from AnyTrans for iPhone: all
iPhone backup to iPhone, create a backup on local computer or transfer an iPhone backup to computer via iPhone. Free update
from AnyTrans 7.0.1 to AnyTrans 8. Get to know the iPhone Music playback control with the following inbuilt iPhone playback

controls: pause/play, next song, previous song, repeat song, playback time, battery, shuffle, volume, display brightness, idle
time. Backup iPhone Photos to computer with the iPhone Photo Transfer feature in AnyTrans 7.0.1: easily backup photos from

iPhone and add them to PC; all photos in AnyTrans are sorted into categories by folder and sub-folders; photos can be easily
searched by metadata and keywords; edit photos on the computer. With iPhone Transfer, AnyTrans for iPhone can restore
contacts from iPhone to computer. Also, You can transfer contacts from computer to iPhone with the help of iPhone to PC

Transfer. iPhone to PC Transfer helps you to back up contacts from iPhone to PC. AnyTrans iPhone Manager 1.7.1 The
AnyTrans iPhone Manager supports to access playlist created on iPhone. Also, it's supported to access the playlist, created by
third-party Music apps on iPhone. It's an iPhone Manager for Android phone users to access playlist and playlists created by
your iPhone. Changelog: Add system settings option for Music playback controls in Playlist Playback Settings screen. When
selecting music in playlist, the list will automatically display the names of songs. When selecting a song in the list, the list will

automatically display the names of artists. Update the built-in Music Player on iPhone and iPad to VLC player to support
Apple's H.264 and HE-AAC formats. Add the option to back up the songs to your iPhone/iPod touch/iPad and to computer.
Add the option to transfer music to iPhone/iPod touch/iPad. Add the option to transfer music from computer to iPhone/iPod

touch/iPad. Add the option to access the playlists of third-party Music apps installed on your iPhone/iPod touch/iPad. Add the
option to create playlists for playback based on your Last.fm profile. Add the option to access the play 82157476af
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